
  

2. The story of Barbie and the Wardrobe.

What “clothing” will be needed for the average 
medical record?

Will an annual change of billing codes, 
Scheduling options, health reminders be
needed?

How do you purchase Barbie’s accessories and 
will the company still be in business when she 
needs her first car ?

Will Barbie’s clothes fit other similar dolls?

Does the EMR need to set guidelines for the size 
of all Barbies’ so the clothes fit all ?



  

2. The story of 
Fios: Free<?> 

DVR 
for 12 months, now 

19.95 per month

“Nearly a third of 
providers planning an 

EMR purchase are 
replacing an existing 

program, according to a 
new report from 

healthcare research firm 
KLAS.”



  

2. Examples of 
Open Source
Health Record
Programs- 

Free to 
download 
But still 
needs
technical 
support.



  

2. Open  Source        
                           
Medical programs
Include
Not only 
EMR
But 
Informational
Scheduling
Prescribing
Billing,
Dental,
Etc.!



  

2. WorldVistA Receives 

2007 Linux Medical News 

Freedom Award 
The award was presented to WorldVistA at the American Medical 
Informatics Association (AMIA) Fall conference: "WorldVistA's 
achievement was a true team effort and is a benchmark for what 
the Free and Open Source in medicine community can achieve. 

We are indebted to WorldVistA for keeping FOSS in medicine 
alive and competitive."  said Ignacio H. Valdes, MD, MS Founder 
and editor of Linux Medical News.



  

Open Source 

Solutions for

Clinics who 

need the 

electronic 

medical

Record. 



  

2. What does 
VISTA look like?  
1990’s and today.                                  



  

2. What does VISTA look like?

                                 



  

                                  
2. Open source
Programmers:

Help!

Also in the 
Works-
AVISA



  

                                  
2. THE EMR- Does yours
Need to be hand Cranked?

Will it have the parts available 
To upgrade to the sleeker models?

Will today’s EMR look
As silly in the future
as starting a car
This way looks like to us now?



  

3. Imagine,new technologies where there is instant 
connection for medical help.  Not just open access to a 
clinic, not just an EMR, not just e-mail but instant 
following if you need it.



  

                                  
3. Provider Driven or Consumer Driven?
           Mobile Health puts you in the    

Drivers Seat!
    http://youtube.

com/watch?
v=1Njwxv-xAjc 



  

                                  
3. Provider 
Driven or 
Consumer 
Driven?

 Google
 Health

 



  

3. Heathcare 
futures -What we 
already do
Imagine
Where we can go

Home Centered:
www.youtube.com/watch?
v=hIUUixugu90&feature=related

Eric Dishman:Intel Digital Health 
Group 
youtube.com/watch?v=F3OhcpK-
UBc&feature=PlayList&p=41FA2
55791A5A9BA&playnext_from=P
L&playnext=1&index=46

Veterans:
Youtube.com/
watch?v=JJvmsMZoBzw

!



  

3. Imagine, 
Enjoying 
Receiving 
as well as 
Providing
Healthcare!

IT Connected Elders:
easylink.playstream.
com/aahsa/
cast/cast_a_large.wvx

http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=pTZM9X3JfTk&feature=PlayLi
st&p=41FA255791A5A9BA&play
next_from=PL&playnext=1&index
=34

When your carpet calls your doctor-

The coming convergence of 
wireless communications, 
social networking and medicine will 
transform health care
Apr 8th 2010 From The Economist 



  

Singing in 
the Rain- 

Imagination in IT 
enhancing quality of life.
We do this for us, 
we do this for them.

1. The Medical Home
2. Open Source EMR- the new glue to 
hold a smarter, more efficient, more caring…… 
but less costly health system together for us all!

3. Healthcare Futures… All moving to the 
direction of more freedom with cradle to grave 
connectivity that will keep you stay at an 
optimum quality of life.

Be part of the
Electronic 
Medical 
Revolution!
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